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 Missing Member of the Money Matrix

Progressive business executives, editors and publishers, and Democratic Party leaders are
now studying an extraordinary 40-slide PowerPoint presentation developed by former
Commerce Department official Robert Stein. Entitled ''The Conservative Message Machine's
Money Matrix" it details how the "message" of the extreme Right Wing of the Republican
Party has come to dominate the media, indoctrinate recruits, win elections, undo decades of
progressive achievements and is driving America toward becoming a "one-party country.''
Described in the New York Times1 the presentation documents a "$300 million network of
policy centers, advocacy groups and media outlets that now wield great influence over the
national agenda."

The "Matrix" presentation and resulting discussions have led to a search for a new grass
roots approach to sustaining a vibrant multi-party democracy in America. An effort is
underway to identify relevant issues and activist groups through which other voices and views
can be heard on civic issues. Prominent participants who are contributing money and support
include financier George Soros, venture capitalist Andy Rappaport and Hollywood executive
Rob Reiner.

One major element of the Money Matrix escaped being identified or analyzed in Stein's
PowerPoint presentation – even though it made the largest single soft-money contribution on
record to the Republican Party and each year pours millions into the coffers of Right Wing
candidates, groups and causes. This missing player provides the most financially lucrative
platform for extreme Right Wing speakers and is the most potent propagandist of Right Wing
philosophy within the business community. Without utilizing radio or television, each year it
directly exposes as many as five million more Americans to a sophisticated indoctrination
program based on radical Right Wing concepts, including a hatred of government social
programs, a glorification of private wealth and a "survival of the fittest" social philosophy. It
has well publicized close ties to the Bush family.

This missing element is the multi-level marketing industry (MLM), led by its largest
member, Amway/Quixtar and its parent, Alticor Inc.

The absence of the "Amway" industry from the matrix is characteristic of that industry's
strategy of confusing the public about its real nature and business operations, withholding
data, and camouflaging itself within other business sectors. Additionally, it operates without
media advertising, is not studied in US business schools and few journalists understand its
workings. Many unwittingly repeat myths and hype that the MLM industry itself has planted
and promoted.

The Democratic Party and moderate members of the Republican Party have ignored or
overlooked this powerful element of the conservative money matrix for the last 20 years. Its
partisan and extremist promotions are unchallenged and its deceptive business practices
unexamined.

                                               
1 "Wiring the Vast Left-Wing Conspiracy" by Matt Bai, New York Times, July 25, 2004
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American citizens, deceived and financially harmed by this industry, have been left to fight
on their own for media exposure, proper government regulation, and financial restitution.

In the last four years, this citizen effort has begun to coalesce into a defined, focused grass-
roots citizen effort.

This White Paper reveals and explains this missing sector of the matrix and introduces a
grass-roots consumer organization that is positioned to study, expose and combat its
pernicious effects upon the political landscape.

Multi-Level Marketing, an Enron for the Common Man

MLM calls itself many names like network marketing, direct selling or consumer direct
marketing. It is also known commonly as "pyramid selling." MLM promotes itself as a unique
and profitable business model - a new way of doing business and a pathway to financial
independence for the common man. Though consumer studies reveal a loss rate exceeding
99% for all consumers who join as sales representatives, it promotes itself to consumers as
"the business opportunity of a lifetime."2

Until 1979 federal and state law enforcement treated a system of authorizing all sales
representatives to recruit others in an endless chain and paying override commissions to the
recruiters based on the purchases of the recruits as an illegal pyramid scheme and an "unfair
and deceptive trade practice". But, after 4 years of litigation an FTC Administrative Law
Judge ruled that the Amway Corporation could operate in this way, under certain conditions.

The FTC conditions – requirements that all sales representatives sell the Amway products to
actual consumers, not just to other new recruits – have been massively and routinely ignored
and violated by Amway. Yet, the FTC has not reviewed Amway or reopened its
investigations. The non-retailing, recruitment based "sales" industry, called multi-level
marketing, was thus established as hundreds of Amway clone companies have been
launched since 1980 under Amway's legal umbrella.

Enticing individuals to capitalize upon the investments of their friends and relatives, and
promising "unlimited wealth" this industry successfully enrolls more than 5 million individual
recruits each year in the US. It generates nearly $15 billion in revenue in the US annually –
the vast majority coming from financial losses suffered by its newest enrollees who purchase
MLM goods and pay other fees as part of the cost of the buying the "business opportunity." It
churns millions of people, one by one, through its ranks. 50% or more quit the system
annually, replaced by still more hopefuls. The one-by-one system ensures that individuals
bear their losses privately as "failures", not realizing the collective pattern of trickery.

                                               
2 Amway/Quixtar's own data, though presented in an obscure and confusing format on the Quixtar website, confirmed what
consumer activists have long charged. The data revealed that 99.4% of all Amway/Quixtar sales representatives in 2001
earned on average just $13.41 per week -- before product purchases, all business expenses and taxes. This income average
is far less than the costs associated with the business. The data also revealed that less than 1 person in 10,000 attained the
"Diamond and above" levels on the sales chain, which Amway/Quixtar's promotions hype as a goal for all to seek and
attain.
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"Pills, potions and lotions" account for largest share of MLM products. Until it was banned in
2004 as a health danger, one of MLM's hallmark products was the "miracle weight loss"
supplement ephedrine. Other typical MLM promotions include term life insurance and long-
distance phone service.

Despite the size and impact of this business network the FTC has chosen not to establish a
"rule" to define or regulate it or to require minimal financial disclosure as has been done with
franchising.

Consumer efforts have focused on getting the truth told about Amway/Quixtar and the multi-
level marketing industry:

•  that more than 99% of all who join MLM as sales representatives lose money and the
collective harm to consumers is of enormous proportions;

•  that the promotion and US government endorsement of MLM in poorer countries
constitutes an American version of the Nigerian scam;

• that it is based on recruitment of investors (sales representatives who buy inventory and
pay fees for training, processing, etc.), not on retail selling, and is therefore not to be
confused with legitimate direct selling companies such as Avon, Tupperware or Mary Kay;

• that its pay plans transfer billions in lost savings from desperate consumers to a handful of
organizers at the top of the schemes;

• that it functions as an endless chain pyramid in which each level of investors must recruit
others to recoup their investments and make a profit and thereby dooms the vast majority
of participants – by its design – to financial losses;

• that Amway/Quixtar, the largest of all MLM companies, serves as a front for a "pyramid
within a pyramid" in which top organizers earn the majority of their money selling
"motivation and success" tools (books, tapes, seminars) to unwitting recruits;

• that it engages in unfair and deceptive trade practices;

•  and that it operates under the cover of political protection purchased with financial
contributions to political parties, Right Wing candidates and organizations, insider
connections, and a campaign of dis-information.

The MLM industry contributes tens of millions of dollars to conservative – almost always
Republican – candidates, organizes rallies of hundreds of thousands of people for speakers
such as Newt Gingrich and Rudolph Giuliani, and even has its own caucus in Congress
composed of conservative (and entirely Republican) members.

This makes MLM – with "Amway" as its chief representative – a highly effective promoter for
the extreme Right Wing. Because MLM ties its proselytizing to a highly effective money-
generating scam that funds the extreme Right Wing it is potentially more harmful to
consumers, and more damaging to democracy than the well-known "message centers" like
conservative Think Tanks and Fox News identified by Stein.

Deception and Power of the MLM Message Machine

MLM proselytizing touches people more powerfully and intimately than other elements of the
money matrix. It becomes part of their daily lives and aspirations. The power of this industry
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over the minds of large numbers of people has been compared to cult influence. It has the
power to convince hundreds of thousands to invest months or years of effort in pursuit of its
promised wealth and benefits, even to abandon careers and professions. It leads hundreds of
thousands to:

• personally attend carefully choreographed rallies where it delivers its messages, often
over two or three days of programming,

• read politically charged books,
• listen to hours of politically slanted audiotapes and networked voicemail messages,
•  pay large amounts to hear exclusively Right Wing spokesmen at massive rallies

around the nation.

MLM's power to recruit people into its ranks – if even for a few months – and to
powerfully influence their political views is based entirely upon deception. It promises
millions of people a "way to wealth," time freedom for leisure and family enjoyment, personal
independence and early retirement. It ties these false promises of income and bogus
business to an extremist ideology. Those who fall for the economic pitch also swallow the
accompanying beliefs.3

The pyramid recruitment program does not create wealth. It transfers it from millions who
lose to the organizers and promoters. It does not meet consumer demand for goods, but
rather exploits the widespread (and growing) desperation for economic deliverance. It is not a
pathway for success for large numbers of people, but a "business opportunity" scam.

This system of deception, manipulation and pyramid scheme promotion is currently
protected from government investigation or prosecution. The payoff for this protection is
enormous political support to the political patrons. The protection, in turn, allows continued
and growing propagandizing for extreme conservative candidates and causes - forming a
powerful and self-perpetuating element of the conservative "money matrix."

MLM (with Amway/Quixtar at the vanguard) also has significant global importance,
especially for the country of China where millions of its citizens are poised to be cheated out
of billions of dollars by this special interest. The Bush administration is leading an effort to
force China to open its doors to multi-level marketing, which the Chinese government
currently bans. A large portion of the profits that Amway gains from China will be returned to
the extreme Right Wing element of the Republican Party in campaign contributions

Multi-level marketing – and Amway in particular – is an Enron waiting to be exposed. Like
Enron it claims to be the "business model of the future", hides its actual operations from the
public and regulators and globally generates funds illegitimately, using some of that money to
buy protection from regulation or oversight. It has the influence of a Halliburton within the
current White House and the top ranks of the Republican Party. It has the power and reach of
a 700 Club to manipulate, misinform and recruit.

                                               
3 NBC Dateline brought hidden cameras into a 2003 Amway/Quixtar rally of 10,000 recruits in Greenville, SC where
attendees were urged to quit their jobs and become Amway sales representatives. They were led in a thunderous chant,
"Freedom! Freedom! Flush that stinking job!"
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Buying Protection

In an August 16, 2004 article entitled, "Democrats Criticize Bush's Corporate Ties" the
Associated Press reported that "John Kerry and other Democrats are accusing President
Bush of stacking the federal government with friends and donors who are gutting regulations
on U.S. corporations."

There are obviously many examples of unholy influence within the Bush administration to
choose from, some very well known, such as energy companies, timber interests, and
pharmaceutical companies. But none of the well-known examples depends upon political
protection to prevent being shut down entirely by government regulators and law
enforcement.

MLM's top priority is not just to curry favoritism and receive income at the public trough, but
to literally protect its very existence. Only the tobacco industry has as much at stake in its
political lobbying and its public marketing campaign.

The standard business practices of the multi-level marketing industry are in flagrant violation
of FTC policies and three federal court rulings that define illegal pyramid sales schemes.
Numerous websites expose the deceptions and document the financial harm caused to
millions. Its fraudulent recruitment practices have spawned media exposés, whistle-blower
websites, and class action lawsuits. Most recently, an exposé on NBC Dateline (May 7, 2004)
brought hidden cameras into Quixtar/Amway recruitment meetings to document deceptive
claims and promises and to expose a multi-million dollar 'secret' business.

The exposé documented the claims made in numerous consumer lawsuits that the company
runs as a front for a hidden pyramid business based on selling books, tapes, and
registrations to seminars and rallies to new recruits. It is at these seminars and events that
major Right Wing "speakers" collect fees of up to $100,000 for an appearance.

Camouflage, Disguise, Disinformation

Amway's intense lobbying, recruiting, and propagandizing have escaped direct investigation,
partly because many journalists do not understand the nature of this business. Mother Jones,
for example, ably reported the massive donations to Right Wing causes and candidates, but
classified the Amway founder as a representative of the "retail sales" industry. This type of
common misrepresentation casts the company as just another, though perhaps more
generous, special interest seeking favors.

The real goal – staving off criminal investigation and the potential collapse of the entire multi-
level marketing industry – is missed entirely. In fact, very little of Amway products are ever
retailed. The non-retailing pattern holds true for the great majority of the MLM industry and
the membership of its trade association, the Direct Selling Association. Products are
purchased by Amway distributors - motivated by the false promise of making a high income -
and then either consumed personally, discarded, or sold to other distributors in the pyramid.
Amway and the entire industry pose as "direct selling" businesses. This is a front for the real
business of pyramid recruiting.

The multi-level marketing industry is almost never classified as a distinct business sector,
much less as a distinct political force. It is obscured either by being included with "service"
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companies, retail businesses, or other direct selling companies such as Avon which do in fact
retail their goods to actual consumers.4

Operating in the shadows of other legitimate businesses, or miscast in some other larger
category of business, Amway stealthily uses its political influence - which is now concentrated
almost entirely in the extreme Right Wing of the Republican party - to gain access to foreign
markets, obtain specialized tax breaks, and, most importantly, maintain immunity from
prosecution for perpetrating pyramid scheme fraud. Its overall philosophy – to isolate
individuals, protect established and concentrated wealth and reduce government regulation –
ably serves its business interests which are based on luring economically desperate people
into investing in its sales scheme.

                                               
4 Generating revenue from endless chain recruitment of distributors as opposed to retailing products to actual end-users is
the defining characteristic of a pyramid sales scheme as defined by three federal court rulings, 25 years of FTC policy and
prosecution and most state statutes.
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The Political Influence of Multi-Level Marketing Organizations

1. Donations to the Most Conservative Elements of the Republican Party and to
Right-Wing Organizations

• The single largest soft money donation on record to any political party was $2.5 million
from the Amway Corporation to the Republican Party in 1994.

•  When the GOP held its national convention in San Diego in 1996, Amway gave $1.3
million to the city’s host committee “to defer convention costs.” The Washington Post
reported: “Amway’s gift freed up money that the Republicans used to finance nightly cable
broadcasts of their own in-house convention coverage, carried on Pat Robertson’s Family
Channel.”

• In April 1997, the co-founder of Amway Corp. gave $1 million to the Republican Party, one
of the largest single donations on record from an individual. Federal Election Commission
records show that Richard DeVos, said to be worth $3.2 billion, and his wife, Helen, wrote
two $500,000 checks on April 2, 1997 from their personal accounts. DeVos is the former
finance chairman of the Republican National Committee.

•  Betsy DeVos, daughter-in-law of the Amway co-founder Richard DeVos, won special
status in 2000 as a so-called "Pioneer" after raising $100,000 for the Bush/Cheney
campaign.

•  According to the consumer watchdog group Common Cause, Amway and affiliated
donors made soft money contributions to the Republican National Committee totaling
$4,147,000 between January 1, 1991 and June 30, 1997.

•  In 2000, Amway was the second largest contributor of “soft money” to the Republican
National Party with contributions totaling $1,138,500. Amway was second in donations
only to Reynolds Tobacco.

•  In 2004, the extreme 527 “Progress for America” received money from Amway. “The
latest crop of donors includes Amway founders Richard DeVos and Jay Van Andel, who
each chipped in $2 million.” (Newsweek, “The Secret Money War,” September 20, 2004.)

2. Insider Influence within the Republican Party

•  The scale and duration of Amway's inside connections to Republican operatives were
epitomized in an investigative piece by David Corn, Washington editor of The Nation and
a regular contributor to Salon.com. Corn referenced the findings of an investigation by the
Federal Elections Commission which showed that "during a 1991 meeting of Newt
Gingrich's political action committee, GOPAC, Gingrich" had explored the possibility that
"the Amway corporation could fund a Republican effort to gain control of the House."

• Describing the events at the 2000 Republican Convention in Philadelphia where George
W. Bush was nominated, the New York Times wrote, “For the party’s top underwriters,
there will be an array of gold-plated events in Philadelphia, including cocktails with Gen.
Colin L. Powell and an evening cruise on the Delaware River aboard the ‘Enterprise,’ the
yacht owned by Richard M. DeVos, the Amway founder, who is a Bush supporter.”
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• Insiders were feted aboard Dick and Betsy DeVos’ yacht at the 2004 Republican National
Convention in New York, as well as Jay Van Andel’s lavish 169-footer. (Kathleen Gray,
Detroit Free Press, 9/2/04)

3. Bush Family Connections

•  In the 2000 national election, the George W. Bush campaign used Amway’s voicemail
network to broadcast its message to tens of thousands of Amway/Quixtar distributors with
a "personal voicemail message" from Mr. Bush.

• A close personal friend and "spiritual advisor" to George W. Bush is a former high ranking
(Diamond) distributor with Amway and regular Amway convention speaker, evangelist
Doug Wead. Wead was President George H.W. Bush's liaison to the Christian Right.
During the early 1988 George Bush presidential campaign, Wead reported to son, George
W. Bush. He later served as Special Assistant to the President in the Bush Senior, White
House. Time magazine referred to him as "the man who coined the phrase the
compassionate conservative." The phrase, “compassionate conservative” is closely
related to a Rich DeVos book title, “Compassionate Capitalism.” Wead also researched
and wrote about the children of presidents, at the request of George W. Bush.

• As president, George W. Bush appointed Timothy Muris to head the FTC. Muris’ last job
before chairing the federal agency that regulates multi-level marketing was as an attorney
with the antitrust division of the firm Howrey, Simon, Arnold and White, LLP. The antitrust
division of Howrey counts among its largest clients the Amway Corporation. While Muris
was with Howrey and while he was in charge of the FTC, his former partners in the
antitrust division at Howrey represented Amway Corporation in a class action lawsuit
initiated by Joe Morrison, a former Emerald-level distributor, in the US District Court for
the Southern District of Texas. The suit charged that the recruitment program of Amway is
an illegal pyramid scheme.

• Amway's insider influence in the Bush administration FTC extends beyond the chairman,
Timothy Muris. When the multi-level marketing company, Equinox International, an
Amway clone, was prosecuted for pyramid scheme fraud by the FTC during the Clinton
administration, one of Equinox’s expert witnesses, David Scheffman, testified against the
FTC and on behalf of the scheme (which was later shut down as part of a settlement).
Scheffman argued that the Equinox business model was legitimate, not a pyramid
scheme. His claim was largely based on the assertion that Equinox operated just like
Amway. Muris subsequently appointed this same David Scheffman as the FTC’s new
Chief Economist.

• For large speaking fees, former Presidents George Bush, Ronald Reagan, Gerald Ford
and former Vice Presidents Bob Dole and Dan Quayle have spoken at Amway-related
functions, as have former Republican heavyweights Newt Gingrich, Oliver North, and the
current SE Regional Chairman for Bush-Cheney '04, Ralph Reed, among others.

• Amway co-founder Rich DeVos dined with a friend this summer, and sat across the table
from George W. Bush. “I’ve been a friend to the [Bush[ family for a long time,” DeVos
says. “I give the max," DeVos said proudly. "People talk about buying access, but all I can
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tell you is that polit icians know the people who support them”
(http://www.sportsbusinessnews.com/index.asp?story_id=37724

4. Congressional Influence and Financial Support

•  Regarding Amway’s formidable political lobbying power in Congress, syndicated
columnist Molly Ivins wrote, “Amway has its own caucus in Congress. Yes, the Amway
caucus. Five Republican House members are also Amway distributors: Reps. Sue Myrick
of North Carolina, Jon Christensen of Nebraska, Dick Chrysler of Michigan, Richard
Rombo of California and John Ensign of Nevada. Their informal caucus meets several
times a year with Amway bigwigs to discuss policy matters affecting the company,
including China’s trade status.”

•  Mother Jones magazine reported in the fall of 1996 that Congresswoman Sue Myrick
owes her election to Amway -- almost half of her total campaign funds came from Amway
people. Amway used the company's extensive voice-mail system to rally hundreds of
Amway distributors – most of whom live outside Myrick’s district – into giving a total of
$295,871 to Myrick's 1994 campaign. During the 1997-98 election cycle she raised
$100,000 from Amway sources. Myrick’s congressional district is home to the largest
Amway distributor, Dexter Yager in Charlotte, NC. As late as 2002, two of Myrick's top ten
contributors are Amway-related businesses. Myrick (or her husband) continues to receive
commission payments from the family Amway business. The same pattern is found in the
contributors' list of Michigan Republican Congressman, Vernon J. Ehlers. Other recipients
of Amway-sourced funding include Bill Redmond (R-N.M.), Heather Wilson (R-N.M.), and
Jon Christensen (R-Neb.) A top contributor to Utah Republican Congressman Chris
Cannon is Amway-clone, Nuskin Enterprises.

•  Ivins also noted “House Majority Whip Tom DeLay, a onetime Amway salesman, also
remains close to the company.”

•  Sen. Rick Santorum of Pennsylvania is a favored speaker at large meetings held by
Amway kingpin Fred Harteis, and receives financial support from the Harteis family, their
recruits, and other Amway kingpins.

•  In 1999, the inaugural fundraising event for the Republican Majority Issues Committee
(RMIC ) was held aboard the DeVos family yacht. The RMIC, a "527" organization, was
founded by Rep. Tom DeLay (R-Texas). The committee declared its intention to "identify,
educate, and mobilize conservative voters in key House races." DeVos donated $150,000
to the group, which ran ads in Utah attacking House candidate Jim Matheson for being
"gay-friendly."

• The funding power of Amway and other multi-level marketing companies is not limited to
high-ticket contributors. The close-knit "downline" distributors can also be pressured to
come through with large sums made in small amounts from great numbers of people. In
2000, Amway reportedly had over 700,000 distributors (50% quit each year and are
replaced with new hopefuls). A documented request from Congresswoman Myrick to
Amway kingpin, Dexter Yager, for help in her 1997 fund raising events, led to
contributions of more than $20,000 from Amway distributors around the time of the
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fundraiser. The following April, around the time of a second fundraiser aimed at Amway
members, Myrick fetched more than $35,000.

•  Amway founder, Richard DeVos' son, Richard DeVos Jr., serves as chairman of
"Restoring the American Dream," a political action committee that supports candidates
opposed to the "fundamental coarsening of our culture" and the "erosion of civility and
basic decency." The DeVos family invested more than a third of the $12.9 million raised to
persuade Michigan voters to divert funds from public schools into private-school vouchers
-- a referendum defeated last November by a margin of 2 to 1.

5. Economic Policy Influence

Multi-level marketing is strongly represented in the leadership of the politically influential and
conservative US Chamber of Commerce. The 2001-2002 chairman of the US Chamber of
Commerce was Steve Van Andel, the oldest son of one of two Amway co-founders. He is a
current board member. His father, Jay Van Andel, co-founder of Amway Corp., was
Chairman of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in 1979-1980. Other current board members of
the US Chamber include, Harland Stonecipher, CEO of Pre-Paid Legal Services, Inc., an
Amway clone, and Frank L. VanderSloot, President of Melaleuca, Inc., one of the larger multi-
level marketing companies, also modeled on Amway.

6. Influence within the Religious Right

•  DeVos is a major (perhaps the major) supporter for a right-wing, “Christian” non-profit
called Gospel Communications Intl. Annual revenues are $6.7 million. The Board of
Directors of Gospel Films reads like a Who’s Who of Amway kingpins, with DeVos as
Chairman, then as Vice-Chairman with son Doug DeVos as Chairman. Out of 15
Directors, 10 are from Amway. Launched in 1995, Gospel Communications Intl's website,
Gospel.com claims to be the largest Christian web site on the Internet. The site had more
than 780 million "hits" in 1999 from Internet users in 216 countries and territories around
the world. During 1998 the organization was directly responsible for showings of videos
and films to audiences of over 200 million people in schools, churches, homes, prisons,
hospitals, open-air meetings and on television. Two of the three "featured books"
promoted on the Gospel Communications website (9/14/04) include From reveler to
Revelation - the Journey of President George W. Bush and A Greater Freedom: Stories of
Faith from Operation Iraqi Freedom, by Oliver North.

•  Dexter Yager of Charlotte NC, the largest Amway kingpin, financially supports Jerry
Falwell’s Liberty University, and one of his sons (who is not even a college graduate!) sits
on its board of directors. Another Amway Kingpin, Bill Britt of Chapel Hill NC, also
financially supports Liberty University.

• Amway founder Richard DeVos is a member of the Council for National Policy, a group
termed by ABC News in a May, 2004 report, "the Most Powerful Conservative Group
You've Never Heard Of." ABC noted the organization's extraordinary secrecy. Joining
Amway's DeVos among the 500 or so members of the CNP are Christian Coalition
president Pat Robertson; political strategist Ralph Reed; Sen. Jesse Helms of North
Carolina; Congressmen Dick Armey and Tom Delay of Texas; the Conservative Caucus'
Howard Phillip; Gun Owners of America head Larry Pratt; radio talk show host Oliver
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North; direct mail wizard Richard Viguerie; Texas billionaire Nelson Bunker Hunt; Focus
on the Family head James Dobson; recent presidential candidate Gary Bauer, and the
founder of the American Family Association, Rev Donald Wildmon. Woody Jenkins, who
barely lost his bid for U.S. Senate from Louisiana, is a fellow CNP member and long-time
Amway distributor.

•  According to ABC News, the CNP helped Christian conservatives take control of the
Republican state party apparati in Southern and Midwestern states. It helped to spread
word about the infamous "Clinton Chronicles" videotapes that linked the president to a
host of crimes in Arkansas. "There's no denying their influence: Money is transferred from
benefactor to worthy cause. Aspirants meet benefactors," the ABC report stated. ABC
further reported that, "according to a membership roster obtained by Institute for First
Amendment Studies, other notable former and current members include: Attorney
General John Ashcroft and Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson.
(Both are no longer members); Christian businessmen like Holland and Jeffrey Coors, of
the brewing company; two of fundamentalist Christianity's most prominent end-of-the-
world theologists: John Ankerberg, and Dave Breese. Also: Chuck Missler, an Idaho radio
host who has predicted an imminent invasion of Jerusalem by forces guided by the
Antichrist; former Texas GOP Rep. Steve Stockman, who stunned the political world in
1994 by ousting House Judiciary Chairman Jack Brooks from his seat; Christian
reconstructionists like Rousas J. Rushdoony; prominent creationist Henry Morris; political
scientist Dora Kingsley; Red Cross board member Ann Drexel; Rutherford Institute
founder John Whitehead; Center-right coalitionist Grover Norquist and values activist
Phyllis Schlafly."

7. Grass Roots Propagandizing

• Well over 10 million Americans have become Amway distributors at one time or another
over the last 20 years. Each one is subjected to Amway's powerful "message machine"
aimed at influencing political and social perspectives. Scores of other Amway-clone
companies in the MLM industry use the same recruitment and conversion technique.
Recruits are indoctrinated with conservative political propaganda from the moment they
join. This is an integral part of the “training” and “motivation” which their upline recruiters
persuade them they “must have” in order to be “successful” in the Amway business
opportunity they have invested in. (This despite the fact that the documented failure rate
in this scheme exceeds 99% of all participants.) The company's training convinces
millions of recruits annually to change their political beliefs.

• Mother Jones magazine described the Amway distributor force as "heavily influenced by
the company's dual themes of Christian morality and free enterprise" and operating "like a
private political army."

•  Millions of Amway-based audiotapes, CDs and videos are distributed annually. They
depict “successful” kingpin participants who flaunt the trappings of wealth, claim that they
achieved their “wealth” through Amway. Their message is that success is achieved by
emulating the beliefs and values of Amway's kingpins characterized by a doctrine of
radical individualism, political conservatism, disdain of the poor, extreme distrust of
government social programs, and adherence to right-wing Christianity.
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• Hundreds of thousands of books are sold to Amway and MLM distributors as part of the
"motivation and training" programs that each recruit is put through. Books promoted by the
MLM kingpins’ include “motivational” works like The Magic of Thinking Big by David
Schwartz; “wealth-building” books like Rich Dad/Poor Dad by Kiyosaki. Selling books is a
major income source for the top distributors in Amway. In these books, gainful
employment, corporate America, social programs and legitimate careers or businesses
are derided, and the “heroes” are all right-wing, conservative, Christians.

• The online magazine, Slate reported in 2000 that a literary agent with Mike Ovitz's Artists
Management Group, was suspected of using the New York Times' secret roster of
surveyed bookstores to wangle a place on the best-seller list for the book, Hope From My
Heart: 10 Lessons for Life, written his client Richard DeVos, a co-founder of Amway. The
agent placed deeply discounted orders for at least 18,000 copies of DeVos' new book at a
few small bookshops that report to the Times. The books were to be resold to Amway
distributors.

•  The Amway lines of sponsorship that reach over 300,000 people a year in the United
States use networked voice messaging systems, such as those provided by VoiceTel, to
“stay in touch.” Entire messages can be passed along verbatim from one participant to the
next. Kingpins frequently send blatantly political messages to participants throughout their
organizations on behalf of whomever they are politically promoting. Financial contributions
are also routinely solicited. Dexter Yager, Amway's top distributor, has featured former
Rep. Bob McEwan on a weekly political message, where McEwan “instructs” the
participants in the conservative viewpoint about current events or political processes.
Conservative candidates or office holders are routinely introduced by the kingpins as
“heroes,” and “Great Americans.” Progressive or Democratic opponents are demonized
as godless, anti-family, anti-business, and anti-success. In one memorable message sent
by Yager to his “leaders” a few years ago, the entire message consisted of a diatribe
(disguised as a prayer!) against Hillary Clinton. “God, melt that woman’s brain” was one of
the less offensive sentences.

The Impact of MLM Propaganda and Recruitment

While no measurement exists of the true impact of MLM indoctrination on the face of
American politics, we believe it to be significant, and overlooked. In the same manner, the
economic impact of this industry in transferring billions of dollars from millions of hopeful
consumers to a small group of pyramid perpetrators at the top is statistically undocumented
but nonetheless devastating.

MLMs’ churn rate is at best 50% annually, and much higher for some specific companies.
There are hundreds of MLMs operating in the US. It is not unreasonable to assume as many
as five million people churn through various MLM systems in the United States each and
every year.

No data exist as to the political leanings of participants entering and leaving MLMs.
However, our experience is that many who did not espouse a right-wing ideology when they
were first recruited into MLM adopt it soon after exposure to the indoctrination and continue
to lean that way after they leave the MLM.
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If half of those entering MLM every year were not politically conservative before, and half of
those leaving retain the conservative “values” they were exposed to while involved in the
MLM, that would indicate that millions of Americans are “converted” to right-wing political
beliefs as a result of their involvement in MLM.

How Amway/Quixtar/Alticor and the MLM Industry Benefit

1. Immunity from Investigation and Prosecution

Federal court rulings, state statutes and 20-years of FTC policy and precedent make it clear
that an "endless chain" sales scheme can be allowed to operate only if the majority of its
goods are sold ultimately to consumers who are not also investors (sales people) in the
scheme. If the majority of products are not profitably retailed, the "profit" of the people at the
top of the chain can only be derived from the losses of all below. The scheme would only be
a financial transfer from later investors to earlier ones, not an exchange of value from
producer to consumer. Those who lose could only recoup their losses by luring in other
investors (sales people) below them.

The MLM industry, and Amway in particular, grossly violate this legal benchmark yet the
FTC -- currently chaired by an attorney whose firm represents Amway -- takes no regulatory
action. 5

All of the pyramid sales schemes (Equinox International, Trek Alliance, Fortuna Alliance,
SkyBiz Inc. and others) that have been federally prosecuted in the last decade claimed they
operated "like Amway". This is a valid claim. They did. Why then were they prosecuted, but
Amway, whose scale of operation dwarfs all of these pyramid perpetrators combined, has not
been? Why have the other large pyramid sales operation, similar to Amway such as Nuskin,
Pre-Paid Legal, Herbalife, and others, likewise not been brought to court, only smaller,
insignificant ones? The difference is political influence. Political influence has also precluded
any overall regulation of the multi-level marketing industry that Amway created.

Now, into this political vacuum and sensing that consumers are essentially powerless to
prevent it, Amway and multi-level marketing industry are making a bold move to legalize
recruitment schemes and permanently remove their legal jeopardy.

Intense MLM industry lobbying is now underway to enact HR 1220. Sponsored by Texas
Congressman Joe Barton, and co-sponsored by (all but one) Republican members, it waits in
Committee. This bill rewrites the definition of "pyramid scheme" to allow non-retailing,
recruitment-based MLMs. A similar bill is being pushed for in all 50 states.

                                               
5 As a result of violations of the 1979 FTC order, Amway was later required to disclose retail sales levels. (Amway Sales
Aid (SA) #4400 published in 1991.) Amway reported that less than 18% of its products were ever sold to anyone other than
its own distributors. This put Amway far outside the guidelines laid down in 1979 when the FTC accepted Amway’s
contention that the prime focus of its sales reps was to retail products to non-distributors (consumers).
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2. Tax Break6

In a 1997 article, nationally syndicated columnist, Molly Ivins, reported that the budget
package passed by Congress that year provided a tax break “worth $283 million to one
corporation: Amway.”

Ivins noted, “The company and its top leaders have contributed at least $4 million to the
Republican Party during the past four years, so that’s a $4 million investment in campaign
contributions with a $283 million payoff for Amway.”

“The payoff for Amway was not in the original House or the Senate version of the tax bill,”
she wrote. “House Speaker Newt Gingrich intervened at the last minute to help get the
special tax break inserted in the bill.”

Describing this special tax break, Common Cause reported: “Buried in the 1997 budget and
tax deal is Provision C, Section XI. The provision… reads: ‘Modification of passive foreign
investment company provisions to eliminate overlap with subpart F and to allow market-to-
market election, and to modify asset measurement rule.’ In other words... the provision
primarily benefits Amway Corp. and could be worth millions of dollars to (Amway).” Amway
employed as its tax lobbyist Roger Mentz who was Asst. Secretary for Tax Policy in the
Reagan administration.7

“According to tax experts at Citizens for Tax Justice, Amway has tried to avoid paying taxes
on its investments by “parking” them in its foreign subsidiaries. But current tax law has gotten
in the way of that tax-avoidance strategy. The law says that if more than half of the assets of
a foreign corporation controlled by an American company are ‘passive investments,’ such as
stocks and bonds, taxes must be paid on the subsidiary’s income and cannot be deferred
indefinitely. The tax bill’s provision changes the rules for determining whether the assets of
Amway’s two Asian subsidiaries are passive investment companies and thus subject to
taxation. Under these revised rules, the assets of Amway’s two Asian subsidiaries no longer
fall under the law’s definition.”8

                                               
6 Amway/Quixtar's efforts to avoid taxes go well beyond influence-peddling for special tax breaks in the US tax code.

•  In 1983, the Canadian government charged Amway and founders DeVos and Van Andel with tax evasion. Amway
eventually pleaded guilty and paid a fine of $25 million -- the largest ever imposed in Canada.

•  Amway incorporated its Asian subsidiary on the island of Bermuda, an offshore tax haven.
•  Perhaps the largest tax question involving Amway/Quixtar is the legitimacy of collective tax deductions - amounting to

billions of dollars - that have been claimed by Amway/Quixtar sales representatives in a venture in which 99% have
never made a profit. Amway/Quixtar, like most MLMs promotes its "business opportunity" partly on the grounds of
the financial benefits from tax deductions available as an Amway affiliated "independent business owner."

7 The Buying of Congress, Charles Lewis, 1998, The Center for Public Integrity.
8 “Return on Investment: The Hidden Story of Soft Money, Corporate Welfare and the 1997 Budget & Tax Deal” –
http://www.commoncause.org/publications/return_10.htm
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3. Unfettered Worldwide Access

Already, the great majority of sales of the three largest US based MLMs, Amway, Herbalife
(sales of $900 million) and Nuskin (sales of over a billion and sponsor of the 2002 Winter
Olympics in Salt Lake City)9 are outside the US.

In 1998, the largest country in the world, China, attempted to ban the spread of MLMs
through a national law against pyramid sales schemes. Riots broke out in some provinces
among newly recruited distributors eager to gain the wealth MLM promoters had promised or
at least to recoup the investments they had made. Amway had reportedly invested more than
$100 million in its China business.10 Revealing that Amway's influence within the US Dept. of
Commerce is clearly bi-partisan, the Clinton administration's US Trade Representative,
Charlene Barshefsky, intervened on behalf of the US-based MLM industry to have the ban
lifted.11

The US and the WTO are now forcing China to permit MLM. Amway, with US support, is
lobbying China to classify recruitment-based schemes - without significant retail selling - as
"direct selling" businesses.

With nearly one-fourth of the world's population, China looms as the great prize in Amway's
campaign of political patronage. Amway, as well as nearly all other MLMs, must have new
"markets. This need for new markets differs from that of legitimate corporations. It is not
driven by a need for growth, but as a requirement for survival. MLM has no significant retail
customer base and no sustainable sales force. It churns through investors (sales people who
also serve as the ultimate end-users) and eventually reaches saturation points in which new
areas must be found where consumers are unaware and inexperienced. China is the ultimate
target.

MLM is America's Nigerian scam. It is an organized system of soliciting investments in which
99% - by design but unknown to the investors - must lose. Backed by the US, MLM has been
allowed to spread worldwide, even to be championed as classic American capitalism and the
epitome of free enterprise.

                                               
9 Nuskin’s Olympic role illustrates the retail “disguise” of MLM companies. Nuskin spent $20 million to upgrade from an
Olympic licensee to a national sponsor. The sponsorship gained for Nuskin the “official lip balm” for a product of which it
had sold only 100,000 units. Nuskin’s $20 million forced aside Chap Grip of Utah, a traditional company with true retail
focus which sold 3 million units of lip balm last year. Boston Herald columnist Cosmo Macero noted that Nuskin’s
sponsorship, in reality, gained endorsement for its multi-level marketing business model, not its lip balm and was used to
promote its recruitment scheme, not product sales:
“Sponsor and marketing deals for the 2002 Winter Olympics raised $869 million,” wrote Macero. “But at what price to the
integrity of the Olympic rings? This was the year multilevel marketing climbed the Olympic sponsor hierarchy to reach par
with General Motors, Bank of America and Allstate… its business model still depends on the constant recruitment of
distributors - rather than total retail sales.” – Boston Herald, March 22, 2002, “Nuskin Flap may Nick Romney” by Cosmo
Macero Jr.
10 http://www.oneworld.org/ips2/may98/06_58_007.html
11 In an April 9, 1999 press release, Steve Van Andel, Chairman of Amway Asia Pacific, stated, “We welcome the report
that the U.S. and Chinese Governments have reached an understanding on the status of direct selling in China…We are
extremely grateful to the U.S. Trade Representative, Charlene Barshefsky, and her staff for their efforts in achieving this
recognition of the importance of direct selling to both countries.”
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4. Greater Market "Demand"

MLM's "sales" are an insignificant and barely measurable factor – less than one percent – of
total US retail sales. Its actual "market space" is not in selling goods but in selling "business
opportunities." In that field, its impact on consumers is enormous. Its "product" is not soap,
weight loss supplements or long distance phone service, but rather the false promise of
"extraordinary income" as an MLM "independent business owner."

MLM’s growth reveals that desperate, debt-ridden consumers are extraordinarily vulnerable
to MLM's pitch of a pathway to wealth, a new "system" for "unlimited income" and an
alternative to traditional jobs, professions or corporate employment.

Its espousal of radical individualism, denigration of social welfare and hatred directed toward
traditional large corporations as wage-slavemasters support MLM's overall goal of exploiting
vulnerable consumers in need of more income. Higher unemployment, less job security,
removal of welfare safety nets, and the glorification of wealth increase the market potential of
MLM within the American populace. Regressive taxation, anti-labor-union legislation and
reduced government regulation of business similarly support the larger goal of forcing
Americans to view survival on an "every person for himself" and "survival of the fittest" basis.

Consumer credit outstanding is at a record $2.04 billion – representing an average credit
card balance of $9,169. Personal bankruptcies totaled 801,817 during the first half of 2004.
Last year, more people declared personal bankruptcy than graduated from college. The ranks
of unemployed, underemployed, and underpaid are rising while the chasm of wealth and
income between the haves and have-nots is widening.12

The MLM industry's exploitation of this Hobbesian environment does not occur
automatically, however. It is completely dependent on the U. S. government's current policy
of not investigating the industry's false income claims. It can occur only if the government
chooses not to enforce anti-pyramid scheme regulations. Even with these conditions, its
pyramid expansion requires access to wider global markets where regulation and oversight
are similarly absent. This requires the advocacy of the US government to sponsor and
promote MLM business practices.

Grass Roots Resistance and Exposure

In June 2000, the first official consumer organization was formed that focuses directly on
pyramid scheme fraud. Pyramid Scheme Alert, Inc. (PSA) was founded by three
activist/authors with the support and encouragement of attorneys, former regulators and
many private citizens around the world. Pyramid Scheme Alert is a non-profit, privately
supported (by memberships and donations), all-volunteer, and totally independent consumer
campaign.

                                               
12 In constant dollars between 1992 and 2001 the average net worth of the bottom 25% of households grew by just 12%
while the net worth of the top 10% grew 72%. The average income of the top 10% of households grew 90% while the
bottom 20% grew only 29%. Source: Recent Changes in U.S. Family Finances: Evidence from the 1998 and 2001 Survey of
Consumer Finances, Federal Reserve Bulletin January 2003.
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Formed to "expose, study and prevent" pyramid schemes, the PSA website stated:

"Misleading product claims, deceptive income promises, lawsuits, protest website -- we have
seen enough, learned enough, and tried enough on our own. It is time for people to come
together to expose and prevent one of the most pervasive frauds and ethical abuses of our
times.

No more denial, shame or embarrassment. No more confusion. No more blaming the victim.
No more resignation. And absolutely no more fear.

Millions of people have been harmed. Enough!

Families and friends have been divided, communities disrupted. Enough!

Billions of dollars in savings have been lost. Enough!

Since its founding, PSA has made presentation to the White Collar Crime Center, the
Association of Consumer Protection Investigators, and presented a seminar to
representatives from the FTC, state attorney general offices and the US Postal Inspection
office.

PSA has written to all members of the House Committee on Commerce, Trade and
Consumer Protection warning them of the hidden consequences of HR 1220, the bill backed
by the MLM industry to redefine pyramid schemes and legalize business practices currently
treated as fraudulent.

PSA's website receives more than 150,000 visits per month and the organization answers a
daily stream of direct consumer inquiries. Several of the directors have served as expert
witnesses in private and government sponsored court cases involving MLM companies. It has
been referenced, quoted or featured in reports on NBC, ABC, BBC and in many newspapers
and magazines around the world.

A May 7, 2004 documentary on NBC Dateline, validated and dramatized revelations about
Amway/Quixtar's that were presented in the book Amway Motivational Organizations: Behind
the Smoke and Mirrors by PSA Director Susanna Perkins (pseudonym, Ruth Carter). NBC
revealed that the main income of Amway's "kingpins" come not from Amway product sales as
they claimed to recruits. Rather, it is gained from selling books, tapes and seminars to new
recruits in a 'secret' recruitment program operating under the auspices of the Amway/Quixtar
sales organization.

Pyramid Scheme Alert officially asked the FTC to investigate the information publicized on
the national television news show. No action has been taken by the FTC.

The formation of PSA stands on the shoulders of many individual efforts, private lawsuits,
class action lawsuits and whistle-blower websites. All the suits whether brought by new
recruits, top level distributors, or by corporate giant Procter & Gamble, make the same
charge - that Amway and other MLM companies operate as pyramid recruitment schemes
posing as direct selling operations.

 For several decades, consumers have sought information and representation - with little
success. Amway attorneys have threatened website publishers with libel suits. State Attorney
General offices have told consumers they are financially strapped and too small to take on
large MLMs in court. Appeals to the FTC have consistently gone unanswered. Even some
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law firms advised consumers they would not assume the potential jeopardy of suing Amway.
Some compared the risk to that of suing Scientology.

Lacking any governmental challenge to its operations, multi-level marketing and Amway in
particular adopted the mantle of legitimacy. Journalists often questioned the credibility of
whistle-blowers on the grounds that something as deceptive as they described would
undoubtedly be illegal and not be allowed to operate in the legitimate market place.

The Direct Selling Association, formerly an organization of legitimate "door-to-door" and
"party plan" selling companies, has become the official promoter and lobbyist of the new and
still undefined business model called multi-level marketing. The DSA has used many tactics
including siding with pyramid schemes when they are prosecuted by state or federal
authorities, presenting confusing sales and income data which melds true direct selling
companies such as Avon with companies such as Equinox, Trek Alliance, Omnitrition and
others that courts and regulators have determined were actually recruitment schemes. Most
recently the DSA is lobbying to rewrite state and federal laws on pyramid schemes to make
non-retailing recruitment schemes fully legal.

Call for Action

The proliferation of pyramid recruitment schemes in the legitimate marketplace is a threat to
our economic institutions and inflicts large-scale harm on consumers worldwide. When the ill-
gotten funds of the schemes are used to buy political protection and to spread extremist
propaganda, American democracy is harmed. When the schemes enjoy government
protection at home and promotion abroad, our international interests are compromised.

It is time for political and business leaders to lend support to citizen efforts, and to support
the foundation for democratic reform and action that has been laid by Pyramid Scheme Alert
and others. Legitimate studies should be done and data collected on the issue of MLMs as
conservative political training grounds. The reality of MLM's business fraud and scale of
financial harm caused by MLMs must be exposed and stopped.

It behooves political and business progressives to invest effort and finances into shutting
down MLMs that are operating as product-based pyramid schemes and better educating
consumers and voters about this propaganda machine masquerading as an “industry.”


